
What’s Included?
• This one-page explanation of the bundle contents
• A video introduction that explains the bundle and demonstrates its use
• A brief lesson plan that includes both onscreen and o�-screen activities
• Links to two Classkick assignments to use with your students.

• Optional worksheet or poster to use with your students

Why Is It Helpful?
• Once you have established your classroom rules and expectations students can often

repeat them back fairly easily, but sometimes struggle with putting these words into
action when stressful situations occur. This is not because they don’t want to meet the
standards you have put in place, but because, just like reading strategies and math
formulas, healthy coping skills need to be taught.

• The initial conversation about social emotional learning may be uncomfortable–give it
time. Utilizing specific coping strategies and navigating relationships are necessary tools
for success in today’s fast-paced world, and thus must start in your classroom
community. (For more information, check out Edutopia.)

How Can I Implement This?
1. Watch the video to see examples of the resources in action.
2. Read and reflect on the lesson plan and adapt it for your classroom.
3. Download the sample Classkick assignments by visiting

4. Share your classroom goals using the printable poster
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In this Kick Start Your PD Bundle, you will find everything you need to either 
establish, or refocus your classroom culture using Social Emotional Learning.

SEL in the Classroom Mindful Minute

SEL in the Classroom Mindful Minute
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https://youtu.be/A5Y0tFdIBdY
https://youtu.be/A5Y0tFdIBdY
app.classkick.com/#/assignments/AVZr247yR0WtQWzNscw8pQ
app.classkick.com/#/assignments/AVZr247yR0WtQWzNscw8pQ
app.classkick.com/#/assignments/AVYVP4JrRZmMzoSDCqy5Dw
app.classkick.com/#/assignments/AVYVP4JrRZmMzoSDCqy5Dw
http://www.edutopia.org/blog/teach-mindfulness-invite-happiness


1. After you have established your Classroom Rules, the next step is to focus on
classroom culture–how your classroom looks/feels:
a. Provide small groups with chart paper to create a list of describing words 
    for your classroom–or consider checking out how students can complete 
    this same activity using Classkick!
b. Share out and consolidate student lists by prioritizing values to create a
    classroom list of 3-4 descriptors that best represent your classroom culture.
c. Display this anchor chart in the room and consider this list flexible to change
    as your classroom changes!

2. As a class, create a plan for how to put these words into action:
a. In order to successfully uphold the classroom culture you envisioned, ask
   students which social emotional skills they need to apply. (For example:
   honesty, empathy, active listening, etc.)
b. Use this list to drive your mini-lessons as you begin planning your social
 emotional instruction.  

Classroom Example:
Ms. M: So, after our discussion today, we said that we wanted our classroom to
feel collaborative, caring, and calm. Can we make a connection between these
values and our classroom rules?

Student 1: So, after our discussion today, we said that we wanted our 
classroom tofeel collaborative, caring, and calm. Can we make a connection 
between these values and our classroom rules?

Student 2: You are also being caring by waiting your turn and listening to what 
they have to say before sharing your ideas.

Ms. M: Practicing self-control and positive decision making are social 
emotional skills. Just like we practice sounding out words and subtracting to 
find the di�erence, we will be identifying social emotional learning strategies 
and how to use them in order to be successful and support our classroom culture.  

Are you looking to establish a classroom where students feel safe and
supported? Have you considered using Social Emotional Learning? 
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http://app.classkick.com/#/assignments/AVZr247yR0WtQWzNscw8pQ
http://static1.squarespace.com/static/52d03bb8e4b0b7de158fd152/t/57bf3d17ebbd1afb36a7313c/1472150822751/PDBundle_ClassroomCultureRules_PDF.pdf


Utilizing Classkick 
Is social emotional learning totally new in your classroom? Consider using this 
pre-made Classkick Assignment to define SEL in the form of easy to understand 
student objectives, and provide an opportunity for self-reflection and 
goal-setting. 
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Optional Extension
Looking for a basic, easy activity to start building social emotional learning into 
your daily routine? Consider using Mindful Minute as a bell-ringer activity to 
promote calm and focus as you start each lesson. Modify this pre-made
Classkick Assignment to teach your expectations and routine. 

Once all students have completed this activity:
1. Host a classroom discussion to identify challenges students will face in

practicing meaningful silence at the start of class.
2. Come up with strategies that will allow them to be successful. 

(For example: eyes closed, comfortable seating, visualizing techniques.)
3. Goal-setting: By doing this successfully, how will it benefit learning and

classroom culture? 

app.classkick.com/#/assignments/AVYVP4JrRZmMzoSDCqy5Dw
app.classkick.com/#/assignments/AVZr247yR0WtQWzNscw8pQ


Calm I will raise my hand to share my 
thoughts and ideas.

Our Learning Culture Is... Actions We Will Take To Help...

Classroom culture can be described as how it feels in our classroom 
environment. So, for example what are some things we should do to make 
sure that everyone feels accepted and supported in our learning community? 
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